ABSTRACT Recently, a large number of visual tracking algorithms based on discriminative correlation filter have been proposed with demonstrated success. However, most of algorithms cannot well handle long-term videos in which the locating error may accumulate and lead to drifting or tracking failure. Hence, it is of great importance to design a robust long-term tracker which can effectively alleviate tracking drift and redetect the object in case of tracking failure. In this paper, a continuous correlation filter has been proposed to achieve subpixel object locations in continuous domain. For scale estimation, we present a novel multipyramid strategy and the optimal scale tracker is used to correct object locating error in return. Meanwhile, we learn an online random fern classifier to redetect the target in case of tracking failure. By analyzing the confidence of predicted location, we update the translation model conservatively by the reliable targets throughout the sequence. To evaluate the proposed algorithm, extensive experiments are conducted on a benchmark with 100 video sequences, which demonstrate that our tracking mechanism is well fit to tackle long-term sequences and outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is a fundamental problem in computer vision with several applications like robotics and video surveillance [1] , [2] . The tracker is initialized by a bounding box that contains an unknown object in the first frame, then it estimates the object's position and size in the following frames. In recent years, a large number of trackers based on DCF have been proposed with demonstrated success and much progress has been made [3] - [6] . But visual tracking still remains a challenging task especially for long-term sequences. Numerous factors affect the performance of those trackers. One kind of these factors is the video attributes such as scale variation, occlusion and deformation. Another factor is the discrete spatial outputs of the correlation filter. When the tracker follows an object in long-term sequences, the tracking error keeps on accumulating and finally may lead to tracking failure. Therefore, it is crucial to design a robust long-term tracker to solve the above problems.
Our algorithm is derived from three observations based on prior work. Firstly, DCF-based trackers have demonstrated great superiority. These DCF trackers fully exploit the circulant structure of the training samples and compute the filters in Fourier domain to gain high computation efficiency. However, most of existing algorithms generate correlation filters in discrete spatial domain, such as LCT [7] , HCF [8] , KCF [9] and CSK [10] . And these trackers locate the target in discrete spatial domain, leading to the accumulation of locating error in long-term sequences. Hence, it is critical to design a correlation filter in continuous domain to reduce the locating error. In this paper, we propose continuous correlation filter by a new cost function to achieve sub-pixel object localization. This method first maps the training samples to continuous spatial domain using cubic spline interpolation model. Thereby, the correlation filter produces continuous response map to enable sub-pixel target position. The recent studies have found that the deep features from different CNN layers contain spatial details and semantic information, which are both necessary for robust tracker. What's more, the features from different CNN layers have different spatial resolution, and multi-resolution features can create response map of different spatial resolution. In the proposed method, we utilize deep CNN features to robustly encode appearance template. Our method naturally addresses the problem of accurately integrating response map with different resolution by the interpolation model.
Secondly, scale estimation is a crucial aspect in visual tracking. We notice that the target translation model would be more robust to appearance changes if taking scale variation into account. Some existing methods [7] , [11] integrated the translation tracker with scale estimation to improve tracking performance. These methods construct target pyramid centered at the predicted target position to estimate object scale in every frame. In such case, the precision of the predicted target location will affect the accuracy of scale estimation, and tracking drift will bring instability to the scale model. With this observation, the proposed method trains 9 target pyramids and these target pyramids distribute in a chessboard pattern centered around the predicted target position. We evaluate the confidence of every target pyramid and select the optimal one to estimate the object size. The optimal target pyramid is also used to generate a robust scale model and its center position is utilized to subtly correct the locating error. As a result, the multi-scale-pyramid can well predict the target scale despite of location error and effectively alleviate tracking drift. Thirdly, the object deformation and heavy occlusion in long-term sequences cause the instability of target model and lead to target missing. Therefore, it is important to re-detect the object. If the target re-detection is carried out by searching for the whole image using correlation filters, it will cost a lot computational efficiency. So we propose a novel scheme to activate target re-detection and design a detector of random ferns classifier for potential objects location. Meanwhile, a translation model is trained to determine the optimal location. Different from [12] and [13] which only uses the target in the first frame to evaluate the confidence of predicted position, we generate translation model updated conservatively by the reliable targets throughout the sequence and use the model to evaluate the confidence of predicted target location. In this way, the model keeps stable against deformation and heavy occlusion, so it is well suitable to find out the real target location.
The contribution of this paper is four-fold. First, we propose a novel formulation to generate correlation filters in continuous spatial domain. We adjust the cost function of the correlation filter to produce continuous response map and propose to integrate response maps with different resolution. This method alleviates the error caused by discrete output and achieves sub-pixel localization. Second, we innovatively propose a scheme of multi-pyramid scale tracker to cope with potential location error. The multi-pyramids are built in different location around the predicted object. Then we evaluate the confidence of those pyramids to determine the optimal one which is used to estimate the target scale and correct the location error further. Third, we activate a detector of random ferns classifier to re-detect the target object in case of tracking failure. The random ferns classifier scans the whole image to find potential target positions and a translation model trained conservatively is used to determine the optimal target location. Fourth, we evaluate our algorithm by conducting extensive experiments on a large-scale benchmark dataset OTB-100 with 100 video sequences [14] . The results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art methods and show the superiority in handling long-term videos. Fig. 1 is one example to demonstrate the success of the proposed Corrected Continuous Correlation Filter for Long-term Tracking (CCFT). Freeman4 is a longterm sequence with heavy occlusion, in which the CCFT method outperforms the KCF [9] and the Struck [15] tracker, and it can successfully re-detect the target in case of tracking failure.
II. RELATED WORK A. CORRELATION TRACKING
Correlation filters have been widely used in visual tracking because of its high computational efficiency [6] - [9] . Heriques et al. [10] propose the CSK method which generates correlation filters by exploiting the circulant structure of training samples and transfers filters into the Fourier domain. In their paper CSK achieves a highest tracking speed with considerable performance on benchmark dataset. The KCF tracking algorithm [9] uses HOG features other than illumination intensity to describe the appearance and introduces kernel function to improve tracking performance. Bolme et al. [16] propose MOSSE method and learn a minimum output sum of squared error filter on gray-scale images, which uses intensity features to represent the object. The DSST method [11] trains two models separately for both target location and scale trackers. It learns a three-dimensional correlation filters by building target pyramid centered around the estimated target position for scale estimation.
Recent years deep CNNs have been widely employed in many computer vision tasks showing excellent performance, and some researchers attempt to explore the usage of CNNs in visual tracking. Ma et al. [8] develop a correlation tracker based on hierarchical features from a deep CNN which is trained on a large-scale dataset. Due to its coarse-to-fine translation estimation strategy, the HCF tracker can locate the target with high accuracy. Qi et al. [17] consider correlation filters trained by CNN features from different layer as weak trackers and combine them into a single stronger tracker, which improves the performance of one strong tracker. Danelljan et al. [18] alleviate the dilemma of boundary effects by adding a spatial regulation component to the cost function named DeepSRDCF. And the tracking results of the DeepSRDCF win the second place in VOT2015 competition.
The above algorithms all generate correlation filters in discrete domain and can only locate the target discretely, which may contain location error and lead to drifting or even tracking failure. Meanwhile, these discrete correlation filters cannot well fuse multi-resolution response maps. They attempt to deal with these problems by resampling all the feature maps or image patches to a same spatial resolution and generate response maps with a same resolution. But such method is cumbersome and may introduce artificial information. In this paper, we focus on solving these two problems by the proposed continuous correlation filters.
B. TRACKING BY DETECTION
Kalal et al. [19] propose the tracking, learning and detection (TLD) method which focuses on long-term tracking. The TLD tracker decomposes the task of long-term tracking into three parts and they facilitate each other. When it comes to tracking failure, the detector will be activated and reinitializes the tracker. The MEEM tracker [20] constructs online SVM classifier to track the object. For each previous frame it applies the classifier and each classifier is considered as a weak expert. By selecting best experts based on minimum entropy criterion, the MEEM tracker addresses the problem of tracking drift in sequences. Ma et al. [7] propose a longterm tracking algorithm (LCT) using HOG features. The LCT algorithm uses dense sampling to fully exploit all training samples of the target. The correlation filters trained in this way are more discriminative and the tracker has a better performance compared with TLD. The ROT tracker [21] generates two-stage classifier of kernelized correlation filters to tackle the tracking drifts caused by occlusion. Every frame it trains separate classifiers of correlation filters and build classifier-pool. When the object appears after a long period of occlusion, the ROT tracker redetects the object by selecting an optimal classifier from the classifier-pool using minimum entropy criterion.
These four tracking by detection algorithms have their own deficiency. The TLD tracker uses optical flow for target location and scale estimation. But the optical flow cannot well encode the target appearance changes, and the translation model may drift in long-term sequences. The expert ensemble in MEEM tracker includes all classifiers in previous t frames. As a result, the tracker will become invalid if the target is blocked for a long time. The LCT tracker uses a fixed window size to follow the target and train a translation model which cannot effectively encode the target with scale variation. As to the ROT tracker, its scale tracker is deeply affected by the accuracy of target location, and in some cases the incorrect candidate location leads to the wrong scale estimation. In this paper, we use the target in most reliable frames to train the random ferns classifier. The target in occluded frames will be excluded and the classifier can effectively redetect the object encountered long-term occlusion. Meanwhile, we present a novel multi-pyramid strategy to train a robust scale tracker. The scale tracker takes the drift from translation model into account and is suitable to estimate target size despite of slight location error.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we first present the theory and process of learning continuous correlation filters for tracking. Second, we show how we exploit multi-scale pyramids to estimate target size. Third, we describe the steps of re-detection based on random ferns classifier. Finally, we introduce our online model update strategy. 
Here λ is a regularization parameter (λ ≥ 0) and y is desired output of correlation with the shape of Gaussian function.
2 denotes the square-norm of sequences f (k) and
Many tracking algorithms [6] - [11] construct discrete correlation filters using (1), which may result in location error caused by positioning in discrete domain.
In this paper, we aim to transfer traditional DCF into continuous spatial domain to improve the performance of the tracker. In our algorithm, all variables in the adjusted cost function are defined in continuous spatial domain. But in practice x d is a discrete feature map of extracted image patch. Thus, we replace x d with χ d which indicates the interpolated x d in continuous space using cubic spline kernel. Assume the one-dimension feature channel
is derived as: [22] , the equation of cubic spline kernel is:
Where parameter a specifies the derivative at x = 1. Several algorithms [8] , [17] , [18] also interpolate the extracted feature channels utilizing kernel function. These methods resize all the feature maps by bilinear kernel to a discrete scale, which is necessary for integration of multiresolution feature maps. But the correlation filters trained by samples in discrete space could only locates the target roughly. Unlike previous work, we use cubic spline kernel instead of bilinear kernel to reduce interpolation error. Moreover, we interpolate the feature maps to continuous domain and train continuous correlation filters. As a result, our tracker enables target location in continuous space.
Given the interpolated features, we obtain the adjusted cost function for training continuous correlation filters:
All variables in (4) is defined in continuous space. Letâ denote Fourier coefficients of a andâ[k] = a, e k . Herê a is expressed as the inner product between a and complex exponential functions e k (t) = e i2πkt/T . From (2) and (4) we obtain the Fourier transform of the response map as 
The filters w defined in (5) contain infinite coefficients. But for practical purposes, we represent the filters w using a finite set of parameters. In our work, we set a finite-dimensional
and solve (5) with respect to the coefficients
such that the number of correlation filter coefficients in channel d equals the spatial resolution of training sample x d .
Utilizing the property of square-norm, the cost function (5) is equivalent to:
with 2K + 1 rows. We introduce non-zero filter coefficients vector
T and W is derived from the com-
We calculate the derivation of both sides of (6) with respect to W and gain a simple expression of solving W :
The Q H represents the conjugate-transpose of Q. The solution of (7) is equals to the following function:
The correlation filters w trained by (8) are interpolated by the cubic spline kernel. Meanwhile, the training samples are labeled by continuous desired output Y . In such case, our trained correlation filters enable continuous target location which effectively reduce the error caused by positioning in discrete domain.
The above deduction of training continuous correlation filters can be easily extended to two-dimension domain, which is common in visual tracking. For training samples, we use x(t 1 , t 2 ) to represent extracted feature map. The interpolation function could be get by the combination of the cubic spline kernel as b (t 1 , t 2 ) = b (t 1 ) b (t 2 ). And the two-dimension complex exponential function is set to e k 1 ,k 2 (t 1 , t 2 ) = e i2πk 1 t 1 /T 1 · e i2πk 2 t 2 /T 2 .
B. MULTI-PYRAMID SCALE TRACKER
Traditional scale tracker regards target object of different scale as training samples to encode scale model. A target pyramid is constructed in every frame after locating the target. Let N be the number of scales with a scale factor of a, and [h,w] is the target size in previous frame. For every n ∈ {−(N − 1)/2, · · · , (N − 1)/2}, the image patches I n of size S n = α n · [h, w] are extracted centered at the predicted target position. Then the correlation filter w d n can be computed after obtaining features of each image patch I n . According to [11] , the d-th layer of correlation filter w d n can be obtained by:
Here x k n denotes k-th feature channel of image patch I n . Y is the desired output and λ is the regulation parameter. Then the response map res n is gained by using correlation filter w d n , d ∈ {1, 2, · · · }D. For every image patch I n with different scale S n , we search for the maximal value r n of the response map res n and determine the index of optimal target scale by comparing the value of r n :
And the estimated object scale is S = Sn. Because the target pyramid is constructed at the predicted target location, the tracking drift will affect the effectiveness of scale estimation and result in instability of the scale model. And the stability of the model will further influence the accuracy of scale estimation.
In this paper, we propose a multi-pyramid scale tracker to deal with the above problems. As shown in Fig. 2 , we train our multi-pyramid scale tracker with 9 target pyramids which distribute in a chessboard pattern centered around the predicted target position. The central blue dot represents the predicted position in every frame and each rectangle has a side length of 1 pixel. It is worth to mention that each target pyramid in our scale tracker uses discrete correlation filters based on HOG features.
The flowchart of the multi-pyramid tracking strategy is shown in Fig. 3 . At first, we obtain the predicted target position p t in current frame and scale s t−1 in previous frame. Then we construct the multi-pyramid scale tracker. Each target pyramid is built in the based scale s t−1 , and the positions are distributed as shown in Fig.2 . Here we introduce r_max = max(r n ) to define the confidence of each training samples. In this way, there has a r p _max corresponding to the confidence of each target pyramid built in position p. And after that we select the best target pyramid by finding the maximal r p _max and utilize the selected target pyramid to estimate the object size. Suppose S p indicates the predicted target scale using the target pyramid built on position p, the optimal target positionp is obtained by:
Finally, the estimated target scale and the corrected target position are set to Sp andp separately. In the implementation, we observe that the more precise the predicted target location is, the more effective the scale estimation is. So when the center of the scale pyramid is closer to the true location of the target center, a larger correlation response will be obtained. The proposed algorithm fully exploits this observation and utilizes the largest value of correlation responses as the confidence of each training samples. By searching for the largest r p _max, we correct the location error frame by frame and obtain optimal object location and scale. The proposed method can effectively reduce the error accumulation and improves the overall performance of the algorithm.
Compared with the other DCF tracking algorithms [7] , [11] , [21] with target pyramid, there are three main differences of our method. First, we build 9 target pyramids centered around the predicted target position and select the most confident one to estimate the object size. In this way, we effectively alleviate the influence caused by location error during scale estimation. Second, the center position of selected target pyramid is set as the predicted target location in current frame, which corrects slight location error produced by translation tracker. Third, we update the scale model using the optimal target pyramid to maintain its stability.
C. ONLINE DETECTOR
Online detector is necessary in long-term tracking in case of tracking failure or object appearing after occlusion. In this paper, we propose an online detector based on random ferns classifier. We compute the max correlation response of target location for every frame and predefine a threshold ξ s to determine whether the tracker loses the target or not. If the max response of current frame ξ <ξ s , the detector will be activated and scan through the whole image to search for the object. Let c i , i ∈ {0, 1} be class labels indicator and f k , k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } denotes a set of binary features. We define the class label i of an object by posterior probability:
The posterior probability could be converted to prior probability applying Bayes formula:
Here we consider class labels obeying uniform distribution. It can also find that P(f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f N ) is irrelevant with the class label of c i . In this way, the class label can be given by prior probability:
For computational efficiency, the binary features are regard as pairwise independent and each binary feature represents a fern. Let
From the Bayesian perspective, we could search for the optimal class of c i by solving following equation where the prior probability can be learnt before detecting.
In the proposed algorithm, we train three models R t , R s and R d separately for target location, scale estimation and detection. Since there are many factors that may change the target appearance throughout a sequence, it is important to generate target models that remain stable when target undergoes occlusion, deformation, and abrupt motion. According to (8) , the continuous correlation filters is trained by
. We predefine A = P d Y and B = D k=1 P k P k to represent the models. The filter models are updated by a learning rate η:
Where t is the frame index. We update R t , R s and R d using (16) and (17) . If A and B represent continuous correlation models, P d is the interpolated feature map as
Notice that we update R t and R s with an aggressive learning rate to stay sensitive to appearance changes. On the other hand, R d is conservatively adapted in order to stay robust against significant deformation and occlusion.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The outline of proposed tracker is shown in Algorithm 1. And the relevant implementation details are presented as follows.
A. CONTINUOUS TARGET LOCATION
Our algorithm focuses on positioning in continuous space to reduce tracking error caused by discrete domain. According to section 3.1, the proposed correlation filters is trained by (8) . Given trained filters w, the response map of correlation tracking could be gained as y res (s) =
where y res is defined on continuous space and Z denotes features of extracted image patch centered at previous target location in current frame.
As we know, the target location is determined by searching for the position of the maximal value of y res . In our algorithm, the target locating is a two-step process. First, we divide definition location s (t) , t [0, T ) of y res into discrete domain s(T n /(2K + 1)) for T n = 0, · · · , 2K . And a grid search is performed on s(T n /(2K + 1)) for a rough target position. Second, we use the position gained by the grid search as the initial location for optimization of y res . We apply the standard Newton's method to searching for the max response of y res . The Hessian and gradient are derived by analyzing the differentiation of y res . In our algorithm, we train three models R t , R s and R d separately for robust tracking. The translation model R t is trained to encode target appearance and must stay robust to appearance variation. And for high-level visual recognition problems, the CNN features are prevailing for stably representing the target. Meanwhile, the CNN features from different layers contain both spatial resolution and semantic information which are both needed in visual tracking. In this paper, we choose the deep CNN of VGG-19 NET [23] , where the features from layer of conv3-4, conv4-4 and conv5-4 are utilized to train the translation model R t . For the models R s and R d , we use HOG features to encode the object appearance by considering the computation efficiency.
C. TARGET RE-DETECTION
In this paper, we generate the random fern classifier utilizing pixel comparison as binary features. We perform an amount of pixel comparisons on the target patch and gain the prior probability of each fern. The target response is obtained by averaging all ferns' priors. The detection in our algorithm is similar to the scanning window strategy [24] , where we find the most reliable training samples by using a k-nearest (k = 5 in our work) neighbor classifier. And a patch is regarded as the target when k nearest feature maps have positive values.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We compare the performance of our tracker with 5 stateof-the-art tracking algorithms on a benchmark dataset with 100 sequences [14] . These algorithms can be divided into three typical categories, (i) correlation tracker (HCF [8] , KCF [9] ), (ii) tracking by single classifier (Struck [15] ), (iii) tracking by detection (LCT [7] , TLD [19] ). The performance of those trackers is evaluated by distance precision (DP), overlap success (OS) and center location error (CLE).
A. SETUPS
We set the regulation parameter of (1) to λ = 10 −4 . The size of searching window for target positions and scale estimation are set to 2 times and 1.1 times of target size respectively. The number of scale space in target pyramid is set to S = 33, and scale factor is set to 1.02. The learning rate in (16) is set to 0.0085. The threshold of conducting target redetection is set to ξ s = 0.1 and threshold of updating model is set to ξ r = 0.15. The parameters are set to same values for all video sequence. We run our implementations in MATLAB on HP OMEN 15-AX000 with an Intel I5-6700HQ 2.6MHz CPU, 4GB RAM and a GeForce GTX960 GPU card. The GPU card is only used to compute forward propagation on VGG-NET19 for extracting CNN features. Table 1 presents the results of DP rate at a threshold of 20 pixels, OS rate at an overlap threshold of 0.5, CLE and tracking speed under one pass evaluation(OPE), and we highlight the best value by bold. Overall, our tracker performs favorably against the state-of-the-art trackers. It indicates that among all 5 state-of-the-art trackers, the HCF tracker achieves the highest DP rate of 83.6%, OS rate of 65.7% and CLE of 22.8. And our algorithm outperforms HCF with mean DP rate of 85.7% DP rate, OS rate of 79.5% and CLE is 22.5. Our tracker runs in a speed of 3.5 frames per second on OTB-100 [14] , because the forward propagation process of CNNs has a high computation load. Fig.4 shows the distance precision (DP) plot and overlap success (OS) plot under one pass evaluation (OPE), temporal robustness evaluation (TRE) and spatial robustness evaluation (SRE) on OTB-100. The figures reveal that the CCFT algorithm achieves the best performance on OTB-100, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed algorithm.
B. TRACKING PERFORMANCE 1) QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

2) ATTRIBUTE-BASED EVALUATION
To further analyze robustness of the proposed algorithm in different aspects, we evaluate the performance of trackers under different video attributes (e.g. scale variation, occlusion and deformation) and show the results in Fig.5 . As revealed in Fig.5 , our approach outperforms other methods in all the six tracking challenges. Among these 5 state-of-the-art trackers, the HCF tracker gains the best results on overall success in scale variation (53.2%), illumination variation (61.2%), occlusion (60.4%), fast motion (64.1%), low resolutions (42.6%) and deformation (58.8%). By contrast, our tracker outperforms the performance of HCF with scale variation (75.6%), illumination variation (80.1%), occlusion (76.2%), fast motion (76.5%), low resolution (74.0%) and deformation (71.2%). The performance improvement is mainly due to our corrected continuous location strategy, which effectively alleviates the error caused by correlation filter in discrete domain.
3) QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
We report tracking results of eight challenging sequences (Car1, Car24, Biker, DragonBaby, Dog1, Lemming, Human5 and Human6) for the 6 trackers in Fig.6 . Moreover, we show the center location error on these eight sequences frame-by-frame in Fig.7 , which demonstrates the effectiveness of our tracking algorithm. The HCF tracker learns correlation filters using hierarchical CNN features that could effectively encodes target appearance and performs well in fast motion and in-plane-rotation (Car24, DragonBaby and Dog1). However, it does not take scale variation into account and cannot re-detect the target object in case of target missing, which would result in tracking failure in largescale variation or heavy occlusion (Car1, Biker, Lemming, Human5 and Human6) The LCT tracker focus on long-term tracking and trains two models separately. The translation model and scale estimation are updated every frame to encode appearance changes, while the target model for re-detection is conservatively updated in order to stay robust against heavy occlusion and deformation. For example, the LCT effectively re-detect the target object after heavy occlusion in the 383th frame of the Lemming sequence. Although the LCT applies target pyramid to estimate target scale it is worth noting that the tracker fails to handle scale variation properly in sequences Car1, Car24, Dog1 and Human6. We believe that the failure is caused traditional target pyramid cannot correct slight error in positioning. The KCF tracker also generates discrete correlation filters utilizing HOG features, and cannot well handle Biker, DragonBaby, Lemming Human5 and Human6 sequences. In addition, the KCF is lack of scale estimation and re-detection compared with the LCT, which leads to drifting or tracking failure in long-term sequences with scale variation (Car1). The Struck method uses structure output to alleviate sample ambiguity, but the one single classifier does not perform well in sequences with deformation, fast motion and background clutter (Car1, Car24, Biker, DragonBaby and Human6). The TLD method designs P-N learning to re-detect target in case of tracking failure, but its descriptor cannot sufficiently encode target appearance. As a result, the TLD tracker is prone to drifting or even fail to re-detect objects in sequences with fast motion, background clutter and partial occlusion (Car1, Biker, DragonBaby and Human6).
Compared with the other five trackers, CCFT has better performance in both target positioning and scale estimation, and there are three main reasons. First, we train continuous correlation filters for translation tracker. This continuous location strategy enables target positioning in continuous domain and effectively improves tracking performance. Secondč we propose multi-pyramid scale tracker for both robust scale and position correction. We construct 9 target pyramids around the predicted target position and select the most confident one to estimate the target scale. The proposed scale tracker demonstrates its robustness in handling scale variation (Car1, Car24, Dog1, Human5, and Human6). Meanwhile, it is capable of correcting slight location error provided by translation tracker and significantly reduces tracking drift in long-term tracking. Finally, we train a detector of random ferns classifier to re-detect the target object in case of tracking FIGURE 6. Qualitative results of CCFT, HCF [8] , LCT [7] , KCF [9] , Struck [15] and TLD [19] methods on eight challenging sequences(Car1, Car24, Biker, DragonBaby, Dog1, Lemming, Human5 and Human6). failure. Experiments show that the detector effectively handles tracking failure caused by heavy deformation or occlusion (Lemming).
C. COMPONENT ANALYSIS
To further illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we compare the performance of four similar algorithms. First, we implement a tracker (CT-TP) by learning discrete correlation filters based on CNN features for target location and utilizing traditional target pyramid to estimation object size. Moreover, the CT-CT tracker follows the CT-TP tracker and transfer the correlation filter into a continuous domain. Furthermore, the CT-CCT tracker is based on the CT-CT but the CT-CCT tracker applies multi-pyramid scale estimation to correct slight location error caused by translation tracker. Finally, CCFT is the proposed algorithm which adds target re-detection part on the basis of CT-CCT. The experiment results are reported on the benchmark dataset OTB-100 [14] by DP rate and OS rate. As shown in Fig.8 , the CT-CT tracker outperforms the CT-TP tracker by 1.0% DP rate and 3.0% OS rate, which is attribute to the implementation of continuous correlation filter. And the locating error may lead to drift or even tracking failure in longterm tracking. The CT-CCT has better performance than CT-CT because of the proposed multi-pyramid scale tracker. We build different target pyramids around the predicted target location and select the optimal one to well estimate the object scale. Meanwhile, the position of selected target pyramid is used to correct slight location error. The CCFT tracker performs the best among 4 trackers with 85.7% DP rate and 79.5% OS rate. It enhances the effectiveness of the CT-CCT tracker by applying target re-detection using random ferns classifier in case of tracking failure.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a corrected continuous correlation filter for long-term tracking (CCFT). In long-term sequences, there are two main problems of error accumulation and losing the target. On one hand, our method learns continuous correlation filters for target location and multi-pyramid scale tracker for scale estimation. The continuous correlation filters reduce the error caused by discrete target positioning and the multi-pyramid scale tracker can subtly correct the error caused by target location. Meanwhile, our multi-pyramid scale tracker enables robust scale estimation despite of slight location error. On the other hand, we train an online random ferns classifier for target redetection. When the tracker misses the object because of deformation or heavy occlusion, random ferns classifier will be activated to redetect the target. As a result, the CCFT tracker shows its superiority in handling long-term videos, which can effectively tackle video attributes such as scale variation, deformation and heavy occlusion. Extensive experiments are conducted on a large-scale benchmark and the results demonstrate that the proposed CCFT tracker achieves superior performance compared with the stare-of-the-art trackers. 
